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・In 2012, we had a big setback in the first quarter.

・From the second quarter, we got back on the recovery path and, in the 
second half, we managed to achieve sales growth of 3.5%. Operating income 
in the second half rose by almost 4 billion yen. 

・The structural reforms and initiatives to improve productivity continuously 
pursued to date have made our revenue base more robust. 

・The seeds for growth from this year have been sown. I am confident that, 
under the three-year plan starting this year which I will explain later, we will be 
able to achieve steady growth. 
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I will now move on to explain the three-year plan, starting this year.

・In 2016 - the final year of the plan - we aim to be a “service creation 
corporate group” that continues to provide independent new added value.

・To realize this, we will evolve into a trading company that creates value 
itself, instead of just buying and selling, and provides excellent solutions to 
customers. 

・To speed up this trend, we will focus on strengthening and developing 
human resources to lead growth strategies and drive businesses.

・We will also continue with the profit structure reforms continuously 
pursued in the past, and further strengthen profitability especially in existing 
businesses.
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・We plan to rigorously invest in business domains where sales growth can 
be expected. 

・We will expand sales by demonstrating group synergies in each business 
area and further enhancing the value we provide to customers. 

・We are aiming for net sales of 800 billion yen in 2016 and average growth 
over the period of 6.8%.
・However, in 2014, we expect sales in consumer business to remain 
virtually flat, partly due to falling demand following the last minute surge in 
demand from the fourth quarter of 2013 due to the effect of consumption tax, 
and overall growth is expected to be just 2.4% 

・Our profit objectives for 2016 are operating profit of 36 billion yen and net 
income of 23 billion yen, which represent substantial increases achieved 
through continued structural reforms and improvement of productivity. Net 
income will exceed the record high level of 20 billion yen set in 2007.
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・Canon’s existing domains are expected to show stable growth of 3% on 
average due to the large proportion of businesses that belong to mature 
markets. 

・We will not increase the number of employees on a consolidated basis, 
but will instead increase sales per person, which is a indicator of 
productivity, by around 20% from 2013, on a consolidated basis. 

・We plan to rigorously pursue IT investment to promote marketing reforms 
and service reforms, and will work to improve the efficiency of business 
processes. We will also shift funds and human resources generated in 
existing domains to new growth domains.
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・Unit shipments of office MFPs are expected to remain flat or decline slightly in the 
industry as a whole.
・We will rigorously promote the development of new customers by strengthening 
product appeal and strengthening customer contact through document solutions, and 
we aim to achieve double digit growth in annual unit sales and expansion in MIF and 
DV. 

・We will also strive for service efficiency and work to reduce costs to maintain the 
profitability of counter maintenance services. 

・Furthermore, in all business processes, including sales and backend processes, we 
will resolutely carry out business process reforms and work to improve productivity.

・We will also seek to rigorously expand managed document services.
・In relation to large enterprises, we will seek to acquire new customers by meeting 
diverse customer needs in relation to document management and we will also proceed 
to expand total management systems for printing outsourcing and office equipment.

・For SMEs, we will propose new document management added value using MFP 
optimum location assessment and cloud services. 
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・For LBP, there is no prospect of significant growth in MIF or DIV in the future 
partly because of their integration into MFP. 

・We will shift the business emphasis to specialized production printing as a 
domain where growth in demand is expected. 
・More specifically, we will provide printing systems combined with independent 
solutions in the medical area and distribution & retail area, for example. 

・We also plan to strengthen and expand dedicated sales units specializing in 
sectors and will seek to expand solutions and printing business for sectors 
nationwide.
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・In relation to SMEs, where we have a large customer base, Canon System & 
Support has previously developed many independent IT solutions based on its close 
relationship with customers. We will share the solutions and knowhow provided 
within the group and seek to rigorously expand solutions for SMEs in the future. 

・The slide shows Canon System & Support’s current solutions.

・We plan to develop field-driven solutions to meet day-to-day market and customer 
changes in rapid succession.
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・The business that will be our biggest focus in Business Solutions is production printing. 

・The domestic digital printing market shown inside the red frame on the slide is 
estimated to be worth around 400 billion yen at the present time. The wave of digitization 
is spreading rapidly and it is estimated that, all being well, in around 5 years time, the 
digital printing market, including everything from the high-end to the low-end, will be 
worth more than 1 trillion yen.

・Our target market is made up of four sub-segments: “CRD (centralized reprographics 
departments) and document printing” for bulk printing within corporations on the left and 
“Commercial printing and DPS (data print services)” for outsourcing printing on the right.

・In our view, the market shares of the two sides are currently roughly 50:50, but we 
expect that, in the future, due to the BPO needs of corporations and streamlining and 
cost reductions by corporate groups, sales will shift to the outsourcing market on the right 
side. 

We predict that the digital printing shift, including improvement of image quality, a trend 
toward the use of color printing, cooperation with print finishing, and value-added 
proposals, will accelerate, and the “commercial printing and DPS”/outsourcing segment 
of the market will grow substantially at an annualized rate of 2 to 10%. 
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・With the aim of strengthening the system in the commercial printing and digital print services area 
where such growth is expected, with effect April 1, 2014, we plan to  integrate the three companies 
Showa Information Systems Co., Ltd., which handles products such as high-speed continuous feed 
production printers, Océ Japan Corporation, which handles large-format production printers, and Canon 
Print Square Inc., which handles printing services, including graphic and POD services. 
・We also plan to transfer the production-related units of Canon MJ and the related sales units of 
Canon System & Support to a new company called Canon Production Printing Systems, Inc., which, 
with around 550 employees, will specialize  in the production business.

・The establishment of a company specializing in the production market will enable us to conduct 
consulting and proposal-type sale activities as market experts and professionals in relation to highly 
specialist customers. 

・This will make it possible to provide a broad product line-up and will also put in place an end-to-end 
system covering the entire process from system development to sales, maintenance support and 
printing services.

・At the same time, in April 2014, we plan to launch the Océ ColorStream 3000 Z series of high-speed 
continuous feed inkjet printers specifically developed for the Japanese market, as announced at the end 
of last year, and we aim to step up our presence in the continuous feed area.

・In 2016, we aim to achieve total sales of 46 billion yen in the production printing business, including 
the new company.
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・Another business we will focus on in the Business Solutions segment is the network 
camera business. 

・The network camera market is at a major turning point, shifting from analog to digital. 
Digitization has brought about a shift away from usage of network cameras simply as 
surveillance cameras, and, as a result of development of resolution enhancement and 
image recognition technologies, utilization of network cameras in applications such as face 
authentication and circulation management is increasing, and their use in marketing 
applications also appears to  be spreading.

・We will leverage our strengths which lie in our high resolution cameras as a camera 
manufacturer and the solution development capability within the group, and seize the  
opportunity posed by this change in the market to expand and develop the network 
camera business into network visual solution business.
・We also plan to work with Canon Inc. to strengthen the line-up of network camera 
equipment based on customer needs. 
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・In SI services, we will increase synergies with the Business Solutions 
segment, and focus on winning prime contracts with core customers. We will 
work to develop upstream process personnel and skilled IT human resources 
for this. 

・To reduce development costs, besides reducing man hours and reducing 
outsourcing and material costs, we will review policies with development 
partners and actively use offshore development.

・At the same time, we will endeavor to prevent unprofitable contracts by 
reducing costs and strengthening quality control. 
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・The Tokyo West Data Center has made good progress with sales activities since 
opening.

・Customers from each sector that decided to introduce systems rated the data 
center highly, especially for its high-level security, sturdy foundations and location 
away from the coast, and its Tier 4 level facilities.

・We plan to enhance services, including schemes for operation of system under 
contract,  in the future.
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・The fourth strategy for IT Solutions is global business expansion.
・Recently, we co-invested, alongside Canon ITS and Canon ITS Thailand, in a company called Material 
Automation (Thailand) Co., Ltd.  (“MAT”), which has been involved in the IT business in Thailand for more 
than 20 years, and made it a group company. 

・MAT’s strength lies in its overwhelming expertise in relation to Japanese corporations that expand into 
Thailand. 
・MAT already has dealings with more than 500 Japanese manufacturers, and this corresponds to almost 
one third of Japanese manufacturers that have expanded into Thailand.

・We expect that, also in the Group’s global account business, MAT will have the role of monitoring 
system construction and support locally when Japanese corporations expand into Asia.
・MAT will also further expand business with Japanese corporations in Thailand by using the Canon MJ 
Group’s connections with their headquarters in Japan.

・In 2015, the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) will come into effect, and the business environment 
in the Southeast Asia region is also expected to change significantly. Further business expansion can be 
expected. 
・We plan to use MAT as a platform to continue broadening the scope of business expansion in the future 
and to significantly expand IT Solution business in the Southeast Asia zone. 
・Currently, MAT’s sales are around 2 billion yen, and we aim to increase total IT Solution sales in the 
ASEAN region to 5 billion yen as early as possible.
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・Within the Group, there are IT solution sales of some 56 billion yen in other 
segments besides the ITS segment , especially the Business Solutions Segment.
・Supporting the expansion of such sales is another role of the IT Solutions 
segment. 

・We will seek to demonstrate group synergies, including the expansion and 
improvement of a cloud platform that can be used by all segments and the joint 
development of required segment-specific solutions.

・We are aiming for sales of 300 billion yen to become one of the main players in 
the industry in the future and, in 2016, we aim to expand IT solution sales of the 
group as a whole to 230 billion yen, which is the combined total of the sales target 
of the IT solutions segment of 185 billion yen and the sales target of other 
segments of 75 billion yen. 
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In pursuing the fifth and sixth strategies of expanding and improving CRM 
systems and new businesses, we will fully utilize our IT solutions expertise. 

Amid a dramatically evolving IT environment, with the spread of mobile 
devices and the development of cloud technologies, we will also promote 
digital marketing using these advanced technologies.
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・In interchangeable lens digital cameras, we will promote marketing only we can 
do, fully utilizing our past experience of customers and photography, from 
professionals to entry users, and we will continue to pursue the strategy of having 
compact camera and smartphone users step up to the beginners camera EOS 
Kiss or the mirrorless camera EOS M and then step up again to a middle class 
camera. 

・We aim to consolidate our No. 1 position in the market and use our vast range 
of interchangeable lenses as a lever to expand and improve our stable earnings 
base. 
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・In commercial applications, there are, broadly speaking, two business domains: 
information cameras and broadcasting/video production, and in each of these 
domains, we plan to sell a wide range of products, from top level products to low-
end products.

・The trend of the times is also shifting toward even higher quality images with the 
move to 4K. We will continue to strengthen our product groups to accommodate 
this trend. 

・This January, we launched a 4K video production display to strengthen the 
system configuration in the 4K workflow.
・In the high-end sector of video production, we will continue to provide 4K  input 
and output hardware to support high quality image solutions befitting of Canon and 
to strengthen and expand business in this area.

・Also for the various international sporting events planned between now and 2020, 
we will expand business based on broadcasting and video production equipment to 
convey excitement to large numbers of customers.
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・Canon product business is limited because steppers made by Canon are 
sold directly by Canon, Inc. 

・We plan to achieve dramatic growth of 64% on average over the period in 
our independent businesses, which consist in the procurement of testing, 
measurement and process equipment from Japan and overseas and their 
sale and support, as well as the development and sale of new products 
using our technology trading company function. 

・As for Canon’s new areas, new genres of industrial equipment will also be 
introduced during this period and can be expected to contribute to business 
expansion to a certain extent.
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・According to the plan, industrial equipment will account for 29 billion yen of the 
total sales of the industrial/medical segment in 2016. With CATT playing a 
leading role, we plan to expand the overseas sales ratio to around 25%.
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・This slide shows targets for expansion in the products handled.

・We will shift the focus from semiconductor applications and increase our 
business portfolio of non-semiconductor applications. We will also also focus our 
efforts on new applications.

More specifically, we will promote the procurement and development of products 
in domains such as power devices. In new areas of industry, we will promote the 
procurement of products in the domain of production innovation where growth is 
forecast such as 3D printers and robot eyes.  

・In addition to the 18 companies currently handled, we plan to add on 6 more 
companies by 2016.

・Our business portfolio of industrial equipment is such that even if the size of the 
business increases, fixed costs will not balloon dramatically. Therefore, if 
substantial sales growth is achieved, vast improvement in profit margins can be 
expected.  
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・ The new products added to Canon’s CXDI-series of digital radiography systems 
were well received, In the future, we will further strengthen the sales structure and 
expand and improve applications to substantially expand the business. 

・In the opthalmic domain, we will endeavor to expand sales of Optical Coherence 
Tomography (OCT) equipment, which are high value-added products. 
・As a result, in Canon’s existing domains, we expect total growth of 25% on 
average over the period.

・In independent business domains, we will utilize our own brand PACS Primitus 
series launched last year to expand the radiation business and work to expand the 
medical imaging solutions business.
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・With respect to sterilizers  in the infection management area and tablet 
packing machines in the pharmaceutical dispensing area, where we have 
independent differentiated technologies, we will continue efforts to expand and 
improve the product line-up, and we will also expand distributors though 
cooperation with overseas subsidiaries of the Canon Group to strengthen 
development overseas.
・We have already made progress executing contracts in Singapore and Russia.  
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・This slide shows an image of development in hospitals to  strengthen and 
expand medical-related solutions with a view to establishing a total Group 
presence in the medical market, which is the fifth strategy.

・By 2016, we aim to expand total sales of the medical business to 37 billion yen, 
which is the combined total of 30 billion yen in medical business sales and 7 billion 
yen in sales related to solutions such as electronic medical records in the IT 
solutions segment.   
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・In terms of general investment, we plan to invest a total of 20 billion yen  in 
MFP business assets over three years, linking this with strategies to expand 
rental business, where growth is anticipated.

・We also plan to make an additional investment of around 5 billion yen over 
three years in the Tokyo West Data Center, which continues to steadily receive 
orders.

・Meanwhile, we plan to invest a total of around 7 billion yen over three years in 
internal system development to improve the productivity of business processes 
and carry out marketing reforms.
・Overall, including other investment, we plan to invest a total of 50 billion yen. 

・In terms of strategic investment, we are also setting aside some 40 billion yen, 
as far as the free cash flow of the relevant fiscal years allows, as funds for 
investment in M&A, etc. to ensure flexibility.
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・Firstly, as in the past, we aim to pay stable dividends, and our objective 
consolidated payout ratio is approximately 30%.

・Our net profit per share objective for 2016 is 168 yen, and if we apply a payout 
ratio of 30%, this means that dividends will exceed the previous all-time high of 40 
yen per share. 
・We would like to return profits to shareholders by raising the level of profits and 
increasing the absolute amount of dividends.
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・As I said at the beginning, last year we had a big setback and because the 
subsequent recovery of business solutions and industrial equipment was slower 
than anticipated, we failed to achieve the growth declared under last year’s 
medium-term plan.

・This year, once again we are determined to get back on the growth path first 
and then to rapidly develop into a service creation corporation group.


